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A q-Analogue of Graf's Addition Formula
for the Hahn-Exton q- Bessel Function
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An addition and product formula for the Hahn Exton q-Bessel function,
previously obtained by use of a quantum group theoretic interpretation, are proved
analytically. A (formal) limit transition to the Graf addition formula and corre
sponding product formula for the Bessel function is given. 'c' 1995 Academic Press. Inc

1. INTRODUCTION

A classical result for the Bessel function

is the addition formula

(1.1 )

(

X - ve - iojJ ) 1'/2
Jv(jx 2+y2_2xycost/;) " -, .

x-ye'ojJ

( 1.2)

lye±iojJl< lxi, due to Graf(l893), cf. [19, Sect. 11.3(1)], for general v and
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(1.3)

due to Neumann (1867) for v=O, cf. [19, Sect. 11.2(1)]. In the case VEZ;
the conditions on x, y in (1.2) can be removed.

Several q-analogues of the Bessel function (1.1) have been studied. The
oldest q-analogues have been introduced by Jackson in 1903-1905, cf. the
references in Ismail [4]. The q-Bessel function studied in this note is
the so-called Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function which has been introduced by
Hahn (1949) for a special case and by Exton (1978) in full generality;
cf. references in Koornwinder and Swarttouw [13 J.

The Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function is defined by

(qH I; q)oc (0 )
J,,(z;q)=z" (.) ICfJI HI;q,qzZ.

q, q oc, q

Here qE(O,I), (a;q)o=l, (a;q)k=TI1':-ol(1- aq i) for kEN, (a;q)oc=
limk~ oc (a; q)k' and the q-hypergeometric function is defined by

(
aj,aZ, ...,ar .. )

rqJs b b ;q,z
I' ... , s

The notation for q-shifted factorials and q-hypergeometric series is taken
from the book by Gasper and Rahman [3] to which the reader is referred
for more information on this subject.

The goal of this note is to prove the formula

JvCRq(I/Z)(}'+z+ v); q) J~_v(q(l/Z)z; q)

oc

= I. h(Rq<l/Z)(x+y+k); q) Jv+dRq<l/Z)(Y+k+vl; q) JAq(I/Z)(z-k\; q).

(1.4)

This formula is valid for z EZ, R, x, y, VEe satisfying ql + 91(x)+ 91(y) IRl z

< I, 9t(x) > -I, and R#O.
The formula (1.4) has originally been derived for v, x, y E Z, R > 0 by

Koelink using the interpretation of the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function as
matrix elements of irreducible unitary representations of the quantum
group of plane motions, cf. [7, Sect. 6]. This quantum group theoretic
interpretation of the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function is due to Vaksman and
Korogodskii [ 16]. The quantum group theoretic derivation of (1.4) in [7 J
is modelled on the group theoretic derivation of GraPs addition formula
(1.2) as presented by Vilenkin and Klimyk [18, Sect. 4.1.4(2)J, so we call
(1.4) a q-analogue of Graf's addition formula for the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel
function.
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In Section 4 we present a (formal) limit transition of (1.4) to (1.2) as q
tends to I. The approach employed is based on a theorem presented by
Van Assche and Koornwinder [17] which has been used to show that the
addition formula for the little q- Legendre polynomial [12] tends to the
addition formula for the Legendre polynomial. The case v = 0, R = q -1/2 of
the addition formula (1.4) can be obtained by taking a (formal) limit in
Koornwinder's [ 12] addition formula for the little q-Legendre polynomials
using the limit transition of the little q-Jacobi polynomials to the
Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function, cf [13, Prop. A.I].

Kalnins et al. [6] have given another derivation of the addition formula
(1.4). They consider representations of the Lie algebra of the group of
orientation and distance preserving motions of the plane. Instead of
exponentiating the representations using the exponential function, they use
a q-analogue of the exponential function. In a particular case the matrix
elements can be expressed in terms of the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel functions.
They give a decomposition of the tensor product (not the standard tensor
product, but one closely related to quantum groups) of two representations
and the corresponding Clebsch--Gordan coefficients are in terms of the
Hahn-·Exton q-Bessel functions. Comparison of matrix coefficients yields
the addition formula (1.4).

More results on Graf-type addition formulas for the Hahn-Exton
q-Bessel function, the Jackson q-Bessel function, and other q-analogues of
the Bessel function can be found in [I, 2, 5-9, 13].

We start the proof of the q-analogue of Graf's addition formula (1.4) for
the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function by proving the product formula

'x'

= I q ZJ,(q(I/2)(m+z); q) J
x

_,,(q(l/2)z; q) J v(Rq ll/21Ir+ v + z l; q) (1.5)

valid for mEZ, R,x,y, VEe satisfying 9i(x) > -1, ql+~IIX)+~II') IRI 2 < 1,
and R =1= O. This is done in Section 2. The proof of the addition formula
(1.4) is a direct consequence of (1.5) as is shown in Section 3. The product
formula in the case II = m = 0, R = q -1/2 is mentioned (without proof) by
Vaksman and Korogodskii [16, p. 177].

In Section 5 we will show that (1.5) is a q-analogue of the product
formula for Bessel functions,

Jv+m(x) In,(y) =-2
1

f2n Jv(~x2+y2_2XYCOSt/J)(x~ye~,~~)V/2 e-;m~dt/J.
n 0 .x - ye

(1.6)

The product formula is a direct consequence of Graf's addition formula (1.2 ).
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2. PROOF OF THE PRODUCT FORMULA
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In this section we present an analytic proof of the product formula (1.5).
The proof uses two known formulas for the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function
previously obtained by Koornwinder and Swarttouw [13 J and Swarttouw
[14].

The proof starts with the following formula, valid for Isxyl < I and
mEZ;

(2.1 )

cr. [13, (4.5), (2.3)].
In (2.1) we take X =q(l/2)(x-v+ 1), y=q(l/2)(x+l) and s=q(l/2)v+n for

n E Z+ to get

( -v-n ) (m+ I) (m-v-n -n )(1/2\mx q ;qXj q ;qx q ,q. x+n+l
q (qm-v-n;q),x(q;q)x 2(jJI qm+! ,q,q

,x·,

= I qz(n+ I +(1/2)v)JAq(I/2)(m+Z); q) J x _ v(q(lj2)z; q) (2.2)

z= -GO

valid for mEZ, VEe, 9t(x) > -1, and all nEZ+. In (2.2) we use the
notation (1.3).

Multiply both sides of (2.2) by

( v+1. ) ( l)n (1/2)n(n+lj
q ,q x (1/2)v(v+v) - q nlv+v)Rv+2nq' q .
(q; q)x (qv+ I; q)n (q; q)n

and sum from n = 0 to 00. After interchanging the summations over Z E Z
and nEZ+, which is justified for 9t(x) > -1 and qL+~(x)+~(V) IRI 2 < I, cf.
Proposition A.I, we find
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'X,

I q'J)q l l/2)(m+:l; q) J x_ v( q l l/2):; q) J)Rq(I/2l1 V + V+=); q)
Z= --x'

( m+l. q) (V+l. q)
=q(l/2lmx q , 'x q , 'co qll/2)"IV+YlRV

(q; q)oo (q; q)x

ex, (q-V-II;q)x, (_I)"qll/2llllll+l)

x I ( m - v - II. ) (V + I. ) ( . )
II~O q ,qco q ,qll q,qll

(

m-v-II -II )

xq"IY+V)R2" rp q ,q'q qX+II+I
2 I qm+ 1 " . (2.3 )

We use for mEZ, nEZ+,

(qV+ 1; q)oo (q-V-II; q)oc (qv-m+ I. )-=- :-'--''----C=--.c'--------'~ = ( _ I)m 11/2) mlm - II - m( v + II) ,q 'x'

(qV+I;q),,(qm-v-";q)x q (qv-m+l;q)"

to see that the right-hand side of (2.3) can be rewritten as

( m+l. ) (v-m+1. )
(_I)m q-II/2)m q ,q ,co q ,q oc q(l/2)(v-m)(v-m+YI+11/2Im(x+,'lRv

(q; q).x (q; q)x

(2.4)

Now we apply the product formula for the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel func
tion, cf. [14, (3.1)], which is valid for a, b, x, /1, VEe provided abx # O.
Explicitly,

(qV+ I. q) (qll + I. q)
J( ')J (b .)= 'oc, 'OC' vbll V+I'

v ax, q I' x, q a x
(q; q)oc (q; q)x

00 (-I t (bx )2" qll/2) n(II + I)

x L (qll+l.) (q'q),,=0 ,q, 11 ' , ,n

From (2.5) we see that (2.4) equals

which proves the product formula (1.5).
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3. PROOF OF THE ADDITION FORMULA
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The proof of the addition fonnula (1.4) uses the orthogonality relations

OX'

L qm+zJx(q(I/2)(z+m); q) J x(q(l/2)(/+m); q) = bz,I' (3.1)
m=-cx)

for z,IEZ, 9l(x) > -1; cf. [13, (2.11)]. In [13, Sect. 3] it is shown that
(3.1) can be viewed as a q-analogue of the Hankel transform (or the
Fourier-Bessel integral).

Multiply both sides of the product fonnula (1.5) by qmJAq(l/2)(/+m);q)
for IE Z and sum over m from - co to co. We interchange the summations
over mE Z and Z E Z, which is allowed for 9l(x) > -I, ql +9i(x)+ 9i(y) IRI 2

< I; cf. Proposition A.2. An application of the orthogonality relations (3.1)
and replacing m by - m yields

ocL (_I)m q -(l/2)mJ_ m(Rq(l/2)(x+ Y l;q)
m= -DC;'

Since J_ n(z;q)=(-I)"q(I/2)nJn(zq(l/2)n;q), nEZ (cf. [13, (2.6)]), the
addition fonnula (1.4) is proved.

4. THE LIMIT CASE q i 1 OF THE ADDITION FORMULA

In this section we present a (formal) limit transition of the q-analogue of
the addition formula (1.4) for the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function to Graf's
addition fonnula (1.2) for the Bessel function.

First we recall the q-gamma function, cf. [3, Sect. l.l0],

(q; q)oc (1- )I-z
( 7) q,q-; q oc

lim rq(z) = r(z).
qil

(4.1 )

The q-gamma function can be used to see that (fonnally)

lim Jv(z(l- q)j2; q) = Jv(z).
qil

(4.2)

See [13, Appendix A] for a rigorous limit result of this type.
In order to obtain Graf's addition fonnula (1.2) from (1.4) as q i 1 we

have to consider the quotient of two Hahn-Exton q-Bessel functions, which
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we rewrite as an infinite sum of quotients of two Hahn-Exton q-Bessel
functions of equal order. Explicitly,

JA qll/2 1I Z --k); q)

J
x
_J q l l!21Z; q)

qll/2)"IZ- k l I (q";q)m qm(I+II/2)(x-,,))

m~O (q; q)m

Jx _ ,,(q(I!2)(z ·k +ml; q)

X J,_,,( q l l/2)Z;q)
(4.3)

Note that the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel functions on the right hand side of
(4.3) only differ in the argument by a (half- )integer power of q. Equation
(4.3) holds for J,_v(qll/2)z; q)#O and 9t(x- v» -1. It can be proved by
substituting the series representation (1.3) for the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel
function J, _" in the nominator on the right-hand side of (4.3), inter
changing summations, and using the q-binomial formula.

The limit q i 1 in (4.3) can be taken with the help of the following
proposition. The proof of the proposition is an easy adaptation of the proof
of [17, Theorem 1], which we will not give.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose {pdx;n)lkEZ+,nEN} is a series of
functions satiJfying a recurrence relation

with ak.,,>O, bk."ER, and initial conditions po(x;n)=f(x;n), pl(x;n)=
g(x; n). Assume that the :::eros of pdx; n) are real for all k E Z + and all
n E N and that

I
Pk_l(X;n)I<~,
pdx;n) b

Vk, nEN, (4.5 )

uniformly for x E K for any compact subset K of C\R with d(K, R) > b.
Moreover, assume that

lim a"." = A > 0,
11 --I' 'f-

lim ai." - ai_I." = 0,
,,-.. "f.

uniformly in k.
Then we have

I
. P"+l(x;n)1m

""'7. p,,(x;n)

lim b".,,=BER,
11-" ,x'

lim bk.,,-bk._l.n=O,
1I_'X

(4.6)
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uniformly on compact subsets of C \R with p( x) = x + J x 2- 1 (and the
square root is defined by \p(x)1 > 1 for x ¢ [ -1, 1]).

Next we apply Proposition 4.1 to

pdx; n) = (_I)k q-(1/2)kJ2na+p(xq-11/21\ q) (4.7)

with q replaced by C
l/n for a fixed c E (0, I). We assume IX> 0 and P> - I,

so that all zeros of pdx; n) are real by [10, Corollary 3.2]. It follows from
the second order q-difference equation for the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel
function, cf. [15, (17), (18)], that (4.4) is satisfied with

and q= Cl/n. Then the conditions on the coefficients ak.n and bk.n of
Proposition 4.1 are easily verified. Moreover, A = e l

+ox > 0 and B =
e(l + e2

") E R. It remains to prove that (4.5) holds.

LEMMA 4.2. With h(X; n) defined by (4.7) for ex> 0 and P> -1, the
estimate (4.5) holds.

Proof Consider the Wall polynomials for 0 < b < 1,

.. , - pJ (b;q)p (q-P,o. )
wp(x,b,q)-(-I) b P(q;q)p 2CfJ1 b ,q,x.

From [17, (2.5) and Corollary 1] we get for pEN

I
Wp_l(X; b; q) I~ qP JbO - qP)(1 - bqP-I) $. qP .jb

wp(x;b;q) " J' " J'

for all xEK', K' compact in C\[O, 1], b'=d(K', [0, I]). Replace b,x by
qll+l, y2q P-m and take the limitp~ 00. The Wall polynomials tend to the
Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function uniformly, cf. [13, Proposition A.I], and we
get

Ii> -1 (4.8)

for all y E K, K a compact set of C \R with J = d( K, R). The required
estimate (4.5) for Pk(X; n) defined by (4.7) follows from (4.8). I

Consequently, by Proposition 4.1,

J (xe-li2ne-1/2. e l/n )
I
· 2n,,+p . . ,
1m -1/2 lin

n~ 0::' J 2n,,+p(xe·; C )
p = p(x; IX, C),

(4.9)
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In (4.3) we replace x, =, q by 2mx-, 2ny, e l/ll , and we take n~ 00. Iterating
(4.9) and interchanging limit and summation shows that (4.3) tends to

'x (v)
V)', m mIX k - m Vj' k( I :X - l) - ve L, --e p =e p -e p
m~O m!

(4.10)

with p+l/p=(I+e2~-e2)')/e(\ v<l, and e)'EC\R. Interchanging limit
and summation can be justified using the estimate (4.8), [II, Lemma A.I],
and dominated convergence.

Finally, divide both sides of the addition formula (1.4 ) by
J x _vl ql l/2)Z; q). Replace x, =, q by 2na., 2ny, el/ll as before and y, R by 2n'1,
R(I - q)/2. Take n ~ ex; and use (4.2), (4.10) to see that (1.4) formally
tends to

ex)

L pkJdRe~+~) JV+k(Re~) = e- v)'( 1- p~le~r Jv(Re~+)'),

k~ -w

which is easily rewritten as Graf's addition formula (1.2) for the Bessel
function.

5. THE LIMIT CASE q i 1 OF THE PRODUCT FORMULA

A (formal) limit transition of the product formula (1.5) for the Hahn
Exton q-Bessel function to the product formula (1.6) for the Bessel function
is presented in this section.

We first rewrite the product formula (1.5). Use Jm(=;q)=
(_I)m q-Il/2)IllJ _1ll(=q-lli2)1ll; q), replace m by -m, and use the formula

J
x

_ v(=; q) = =-v I (q -v; q)k qkll + (l/2)X)Jxl=qll/2)k; q)
k~O (q; qh

for 9l(x) > -1, and the notation J;= !(z) dm q(=) = L:~ -oc q'i( qI I /2)z) to
write (1.5) as

x foc z- vJ v(ZRqll/2)(y+v); q) J,(zq-l l i2)1ll; q) J.( zq ll/2)k; q) dmq(z).
o

(5.1 )
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In order to calculate the limit of the integral on the right-hand side of
(5.1) we assume x=2nrx, q=e 1/n

, for rx>O, eE(O, I), so that we can use
(4.7) (with jJ=O) to find for rEZ+,

by shifting the summation parameter. The orthogonality relations (3.1)
imply

Repeating the first part of the Proof of Theorem 2 of Van Assche and
Koornwinder [17] results in

=~ fB+2A zrTd(z-B)/2A) dz (5.3)
n B-2A j4A 2-(z-B)2

for r,kEZ+, A=e l +"', B=e(l+e2"') (as in Section 4) and Tk(cos(})=
cos k(} is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of degree k.

In (5.1) we replace R, x, y, and q by ~R(l-q), 2nrx, 2n'7, ell", and we
use (4.2), (5.3), (5.2) to see that (5.1) (formally) tends to

J v+m(Re'1) Jm(Re'" + '1)

= I (-vheM(_I)k+m
k~O nk!

xfB+2A(:)-(1/
2

)v Jv (Re'1 r:)Tk+m((Z-B)/2A)dZ (5.4)
B-2A e './~ j4A2 - (z - B)2

as n -> 00. In the integral on the right hand side of (5.4) we replace
(z-B)/2A by cos i/J, so that the right-hand side of (5.4) equals

~ I (- vh eM( _1)m+k r (2e'" cos l/J + 1 + e2",)-(1/2I v

2n k~O k! -n

x J v(Re 1J j2eoc cos i/J + 1 + e2ot ) e- i1k +m)ojJ di/J. (5.5)
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Replace t/! by t/! + n in (5.5) and use the binomial theorem to see that (5.5)
equals

1 2" 0 (1 - e"e--t"')V .- f J (Re'l )1 + c" - 2e" cos t/!) e -,molt dt/!
2n 0 v (1+e2"-2c"cost/!)11/2)v'

(5.6)

Equating the left-hand side of (5.4) and (5.6) yields a formula equivalent to
the product formula (1.6).

APPENDIX: JUSTIFICATIONS

In the Appendix we investigate the absolute convergence of two double
sums occurring in Sections 2 and 3. The estimates used are based on the
estimates given in [13]. In particular, cf. [13, (2.4)J,

(A.l )

For integer order the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function satisfies the estimate

IJ ( )1 ~ 1 11111 (-q, -q 1.:;21; q)x fl ,
11 .:; q ",: ( . ) (1,/2) n( 11 - 1 ')q,q ~ q ,

n~O;

n~O,
(A.2)

by [13, (2.4) and (2.6)]. A similar estimate also holds for the Hahn-Exton
q-Bessel function with integer or half-integer power of q as argument
because of the symmetry, Cf. [13, (2.3)J,

(A.3)

PROPOSITION A.l. The double sum

x (_ 1)" q( 1/2) 11111 + I) R 21q"1 r + v)

II~O (qv+ I; q)1I (q; q)1I

::f_:

X I qOIIl+ I +11/2I vIJA q ll/Z)(m+0 1; q) Jx_,,(qll/ZIO; q)
Z= -x

is absolutely convergent for mE Z, 9l(x) > -1, IR 1
2 q I + ~Ixl + ~Irl < 1.

Proof Assume m ~ 0 and use (A.2) and (A.3) to estimate

oc xL IqOIIl+ I +II/2)v)J,(q(l/2)(m+o,; q)J
x

_v!q(I/2)0; q)1 ~C L q0(l+,,+~l(X))~C

0-0 0-0
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for 9t(X) > -1, \:In E Z +' and C is a constant independent of n of which the
values may differ with each occurence. Consequently, the part I.;~~o I.;=~o

is absolutely convergent for 9t(x) > -1.
Similarly, we estimate

-mL Iqz(n+[ +(1/2)v)JAq(I/2)(m+z); q) J
x

_
v
(ql[/2)z; q)1

z = - 0:'

w
,,;: C I: qZ(I-n-m+91(x-v))qZ(Z-I).

z=m

(AA)

Shift the summation parameter to run from °to 00, estimate qz(z-I) by
q(l/2)z(z-I)/(q; q)z and use the oqJo summation formula to see that (AA) can
be estimated by

So the part I.,';"~oL;:-x. is absolutely convergent for IRI 2
q l+91(X)+91('.)

<1.
The remaining sum over z is finite and causes no problems. The case

m ,,;:°is essentially the same. I

PROPOSITION A.2. The double sum

x

L q mJAq(l/2)(/+m); q)

x

x L qZJAq(I/2)(m+z); q) J x _ v(q(I/2)z; q) J v(Rq(I/2)(y+v+z); q)

Z= - oc

is absolutely convergent for 9t(x) > -1, IRI 2 ql +91(x)+91IY) < 1.

Proof First we estimate the inner sum over z as a function of m. For
the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function of order x and x - v we use the same
estimates as before, and from (A.I) we get

:<c ([/2)91(v)z{l,
...." q IR 1- 2z q -z(91ly+ v) + l)q -(1/2) z(z- I),

z~o;

z ";:0,

where C is independent of m. Denote by Sm(l) the inner sum over z from
max(O, -m) to 00, then we find, using these estimates, for 9t(x) > -1,

m~O;

m";:O.
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For Sm(2), the inner sum over;; from ~ 00 up to mintO, -m), we obtain

{
qm((1/2)~IIX)+~l(r))IRI2m

ISm(2)1 ~ C q-II/2)m~I(XI+lli2Imlm-;),
m~O;

m~O.

The remaining finite sum over;; from mintO, -m) + I to max(O, -m) -I,
denoted by Sm( 3), can be estimated by

m~O;

m~O.

To estimate the double sum of the propositIOn we combine (A.2) and
(A.3) to obtain an estimate on Jxi q1li2 1i/+ m i; q). The sum m = -00 to
mint 0, -I) and the finite sum from m = mini 0, -I) + I to max( 0, -I) - I
are absolutely convergent. The sum m = max(O, -I) to 00 is absolutely
convergent for 9i(x) > -I and ql +~llx)+~l(y) IRI 2 < 1. I
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